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1. In [1] T. Andό has proved the following result.

THEOREM A. Let T be a compact operator on a Hubert space H.
Then every subspace which is invariant under T reduces T if and only if
T is a normal operator.

The purpose of this paper is to remark that the above theorem is
generalised to an operator such as Tm is compact for some integer rai^O and
to prove a related result.

2. In the sequel, an operator means a bounded linear operator on a Hubert
space H. We denote by σ(T) the spectrum and by o p(T) the point spectrum
of an operator T. 9£τ(λ) means the λ-th proper subspace of an operator T and
Pm is the orthogonal projection onto a closed subspace 9Jicfί.

The following lemma is essentially proved in [5], but we give a proof for
convenience' sake.

LEMMA 1. Let T be an operator such as Tm is compact for some
integer ra ̂  0. Then μ € σ(Γ) Π {λ: | λ | = || T\\} implies μ z σp(T).

PROOF. If μ£σ(T) and |/*| = ||T||, there exists a sequence {xn} of unit
vectors in H such as \Txn—μxn\-*Q (n—>oo). Since Tm is a compact operator,
we may assume that (if necessary, by choosing a suitable sub-sequence) the
sequence {Tmxn} converges to a certain vector x € H. Then we have

1 \\Ύm~l\\
- ^T-χn\\^^-^\\Txn-μxn\\ ^0 (»-> oo)

and

— -x\\ ̂ n n -
μ μ \μ\
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Continuing the above argument successively, we can conclude that [xn] con-
verges to a certain non-zero vector XQ z H. Hence we have

\\Tx0-μX0\\ ^ \\Tx0-Txn\\ + \\Txn-μXn\\ + \\μXn-μXQ\\

Therefore Tx0 = μxQ, which completes the proof.

THEOREM 1. Let T be a normal operator such as Tm is compact for
some integer mH^Q and 90ΪCJF/ a subspace which is invariant under T, then
W reduces T.

PROOF. Since T is a normal operator, {$ft Γ(λ) : λ € <rp(T)} is a mutually
orthogonal family of reducing subspaces. Let P and Pλ(λ £ σ ̂ T)) be the

orthogonal projections onto 99ΐ and 5βr(λ) respectively, ί/o^ΣΦ^Wλ), H^H^
λ € σp(r)

and Q the orthogonal projection onto HI. Then T1? the restriction of T onto
H!, is 0. For, if T^O there is a μ ,€σ (TΊ) such as || TI||= |/*| by normality
of T1? and μ € o'p(Tι) by Lemma 1 and this is a contradiction. From now
the argument is quite similar to that of Andό [1]. By the ergodic theorem,

n k=ι
-*Pλ (in the strong topology)

for each λ € σp(T). Similarly,

n

^ (in the strong topology)
n

for each λ£σp(T), where Qλ is a projection. Since (PTP)k = PTAP (£=1,2,
• ), we have Qλ=PPχP for each λ e <rp(T)9 and hence PPλP is a projection.
Thus we have, for each xzH,

\\PPλPx-PλPx\\*

= (PPλPx} PPλPx) - (PPλPx, PλPx)

- (PJ>x,PPJ>x) + (PxPx, PλPx)

= (Qλx, x) - (Qλx, x) - (Qλx, x) + (Qλx, x) = 0.

Hence, PλP=PPλ for each λ^σ^T). It follows that T*2Rc2tt.. For, if Λ:€9K,
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T*x= Σ T*PiPx+T,*(QPx) = Σ T*PJ>x (since T, = 0)

\PλPx (since T*z = Xz for z

Therefore the theorem is proved.

REMARK. In Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 the assumption of compactness
of Tm is replaced by the assumption of compactness of operator T*PlTQl

T*prTQr for some non-negative integers pl9 ql9 , pr, qr .

The following theorem is the converse of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. Let T be an operator such as T1111 is compact for some
integer m g: 0. If every subspace which is invariant under T reduces T,
then T is necessarily a normal operator.

PROOF. Since each 5βτ(λ) (λ € σp(T)) is invariant under T, $ftτ(λ) is a
reducing subspace for each λ € <rp(T), and we have TT*x=\T*x for x £
It follows that

= (TT*x,x)

= \(T*x,x)-\(T*x,x)- | λ | 2 | | ^ϋ 2 + |λ|2 | |^||2

= 0.

Thus {̂ (λ) : λ ^ σp(T)} is a mutually orthogonal family of reducing subspaces

and the restriction of T onto //0 = ̂ 09ίJΓ(λ) is a normal operator. Let Q be

the orthogonal projection onto ίί1 = ί/o". It is sufficient to show that TQ = 0.
Now, suppose the contrary. Then TmQ = (TQ)m Φ 0. In fact, if (TQ)m = 0,
(TQ)(TQ)m"1Λ:=0 for xzH^ and O^σ^CT), which is a contradiction. By this
fact, Andό's discussion [1 : p. 339] is fairly applicable to the compact operator
(TQ)m since a polynomially compact operator"50 has a non-trivial invariant
subspace by a recent result [3], and we can conclude that TQ = 0. For the

*) An operator T is called polynomially compact if ρ(T) is a compact operator for some
polynomial p( . ).
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sake of completeness, we shall state the detail of the proof. Consider the family
F of all subspaces SUicί^ which are invariant under T\, the restriction of T onto
Hl9 and satisfy the condition \\PmT?\\ = \\T?\\. Then we can see that the family
F contains a minimal member SOΪ0 This is an immediate consequence of
Zorn's lemma and Lemma 2 which will be proved later. Of course, 90ΐ0^(0)
since Tf^Q. If dim 9Jί0 = 2, 9JZ0 contains a non-trivial subspace 9JZ which is
invariant under TΊ by [3]. Wl reduces Tx by hypothesis and we have

llTπi = I|pn,0τrιι =

It follows that either 90ί or 2Jί0 Π W^^Q is a member of F, and this contradicts
the minimality of 3J10. In case dim 2Jί0 = 1, 9K0 = \!&x '- & complex} for some
unit vector x^Hl and Tx^\x for some complex number λ, which is also a
contradiction. At any rate, it does not happen that T^O and the proof of
the theorem is finished if Lemma 2 is proved.

The following lemma shows that the family F in the proof of Theorem 2
is inductive and assures the existence of 9ϊί0.

LEMMA 2. Let A be a compact operator on a Hilbert space H and
{50ία} be a totally ordered family (by inclusion) of subspaces each af -which
is invariant under A and satisfies ||PmαA||= ||A||. Then ||PnA|| = |[A|| where

PROOF. Let S > 0 be given. For each cί, there exists a unit vector
xa e H such as

\\(Pn-Pma)Axa\\ > ||(Pn-Pmα)A|| --|-.

Since {xa} is a bounded set and A is a compact operator, we can choose a
subnet {x«v} and an x £ H such that {A;eαυ} converges to x strongly. As Pn

is a strong limit of Pma there exists a v such that

Then we have

θ
v 4
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^ 2|| Axav-x\\ + ||CPn- Pmβ

As S > 0 is arbitrary, we have

which completes the proof.

3. In connection with the results in section 2 and [5] we shall prove a
theorem. Following V. Istratescu [4], an operator T is called of class (ΛΓ) if
||T2;r||^||T:r||2 for all unit vectors xeH. Then the following theorem is a
special case of the result in [5].

THEOREM B. Let T be an operator of class (ΛΓ) such as Tm is compact
for some integer m^O. Then T is necessarily a normal operator.

The following lemma is an easy exercise (see [2]) and we omit the proof.

LEMMA 3. Let T be a hyponormal operator and P a projection. If
PTP=TP and TP is normal, TP=PT.

From Theorem B and Lemma 3, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let T be a hyponormal operator and 2JZ a subspace which is
invariant under T. If TmPm is a compact operator for some integer m<j^Q,
then 90ΐ reduces T.

PROOF. For a unit vector xzH,

,x)^ \\T*TPnx\\

^ \\τ*p»x\\ = \\(pτnyx\\ .

Hence TPm is an operator of class (ΛΓ). On the other hand, TmPm = (TPm)m

is a compact operator by the hypothesis and so TPm is a normal operator by
Theorem B. Therefore TPm=PmT by Lemma 3.

ADDENDUM. Professor T. Andό has kindly remarked in a private com-
munication that when T is a normal operator Tm is a compact operator if
and only if T is a compact operator and hence our Theorem 1 is an immediate
consequence of Theorem A.
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